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A Message from Dave Sokolin
Welcome to our holiday catalog!
This season marks our 84th year as America’s Premier Fine Wine Merchant. I’m very proud to carry on my
grandfather’s and father’s tradition of providing not just great wine, but an unrivaled experience. It was their vision
not just to sell wine, but to make sure their customers were treated like family. Wine is now integrated into our
social fabric. It makes us smile, it makes us laugh, it makes us happy, and when we share it, good bottles
become the most incredible ones. I believe we sell more than just ﬁne wine, and I’m proud of that. We’ve been
around a long time and are still innovating and working to make the wine experience even better. Today, I’m
excited and proud to announce the launch of the Sokolin Wine App where you can browse our entire online
inventory of ﬁne wine wherever you are. We’ve always tried to make buying wine easier and more convenient, from
creating drop-in holiday gift sets to oﬀering a dedicated personal wine consultant to every client who shops with
us. If you’d like to have direct access to your account in the click of a button, the new App is quick, easy to use
and beautiful. Or, if you like the old school way, use this catalog to help with all of your holiday gifting and
entertaining needs. Our talented team of personal wine consultants are waiting to assist you at 800.946.3947.
Just like the old days.
This holiday catalog is packed with back-vintage Bordeaux, sought-after collectibles, the best vintage Champagne,
high-scoring new releases from the Rhone Valley, Italian superstars and so much more! Pay special attention to our
aﬀordable values (pages 28 & 29) hand-selected by our experts that are all priced under $40. Finally, we have an
amazing selection of gift sets that's sure to make you look like a wine pro. You have the option of choosing from
pre-selected gifts or creating your own custom gift sets.
Enjoy making memories this holiday with family and friends, and thank you for continuing to choose Sokolin as
your source to the world’s most sought-after wines and amazing, everyday values.
From our entire family and the team at Sokolin, we wish you a happy, healthy and prosperous holiday season
and New Year.

All statements and expressions contained herein are solely the opinion of Sokolin LLC (“Sokolin”) and are not intended to be considered investment advice. While it is Sokolin’s goal to locate and sell wine with
investment grade potential, the information contained herein is not intended to be investment advice and must be used in conjunction with the experience and independent decision-making process of the customer.
Sokolin LLC and its employees are in no way liable for the use of this information by customers for the purpose of investing. For investment decisions, always consult a professional investment advisor. Sokolin LLC
is not a registered investment advisor.
You must be at least 21 years old to purchase wine from Sokolin LLC. Currently, the laws of all 50 states prohibit the sale of wine or any other alcohol beverages to consumers younger than 21 years of age. As a
responsible vendor, Sokolin abides by the law, and will not sell alcohol to any minor. Sokolin will verify the age of every customer using sophisticated technology for age veriﬁcation. All sales of wine to consumers
made by Sokolin are F.O.B. New York. Title to the purchased wine will transfer from Sokolin to the consumer once the purchase price has been properly credited from the consumer’s credit card, or paid by other
appropriate means. Be advised: Laws governing the sale and transportation of wine vary from state to state. Sokolin makes no representation as to the legal rights of any individual or entity to ship or transport
wines into any state outside of New York. As expressly noted above, you, the consumer, are solely responsible for taking possession of all wines that you purchase from Sokolin. By placing an order, you authorize
Sokolin to act as an agent to engage a common carrier to deliver your wines to the requested destination. Additionally, you hereby represent to Sokolin that you understand the terms and conditions and agree to
abide by them in connection with this transaction. Please visit www.sokolin.com to view our full terms and conditions. Please contact Sokolin at P.O. Box 755, Bridgehampton, NY, 11932. All photos used in this
catalog are the sole property of Sokolin LLC © 2018.

Back-Vintage Bordeaux: Luxury in a Bottle
Our back-vintage wine selections are unmatched as our collection has been going strong for over 80 years! This section
features some of the best names in Bordeaux from top vintages. If you don’t see what you’re looking for, please visit us at
sokolin.com to view our full inventory. There you’ll find one of America’s largest collections of rare Bordeaux.

The 2nd Highest Scoring Leoville Poyferre Ever
– A Screaming Deal!
2010 Leoville Poyferre
$189 bottle | $2,268 case
"The wine out distances both Leoville Las Cases and Leoville Barton...
this full-bodied, legendary effort is long and opulent, with wonderfully
abundant yet sweet tannin, a skyscraper-like mid-palate and a
thrilling, nearly one-minute finish. This spectacular effort from Poyferre
that should drink well for 30+ years...Drink 2013-2043.”

98+ RP
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- Robert Parker

From One of the Top Bordeaux Vintages in History &
Only $175!

“Ducru Beaucaillou is One that Everyone Loves.”
– Dave Sokolin

2005 Pavie Macquin
$175 bottle | $2,100 case

1985 Ducru Beaucaillou
$199 bottle | $2,388 case

“A fascinating wine that reminded me of a top vintage of Ausone…
A modern day elixir that should prove to be monumental…it will last
for 40+ years.”

“For sheer elegance, charm, and finesse, the 1985 Ducru-Beaucaillou
has it all… The wine possesses outstanding concentration yet is
elegant and refreshing. This is a beautifully knit, harmonious Ducru.”

96+ RP

– Robert Parker

92 RP

– Robert Parker

A Great Wine from an Excellent Bordeaux Vintage

“This May Be the Best Pichon Baron Ever Produced.”
– Dave Sokolin

1990 Leoville Barton
$235 bottle | $2,820 case

2010 Pichon Baron
$235 bottle | $2,820 case

“…reveals more polished, sweeter tannins along with a big, sweet
kiss of black currant, forest ﬂoor, cedar, and spice box notes...this
full-bodied, powerful, long wine is approachable..."

“Borderline perfection in a bottle… truly extraordinary aromatics…
Possessing full-bodied richness, a huge, unctuous mid-palate, and
building tannin, it shows the purity, grandeur, and precision that
makes this vintage so remarkable...”

93+ RP

– Robert Parker

99+ JD

“Cos d’Estournel…is Clearly Producing Wines that are Often
of First Growth Potential.” – Robert Parker

– Jeb Dunnuck

“This Vintage is One of My Insider Secrets.” – Dave Sokolin

1986 Cos d’Estournel
$255 bottle | $3,060 case

1996 Latour
$959 bottle | $11,508 case

“The 1986 is a highly extracted wine, with a black/ruby color and
plenty of toasty, smoky notes in its bouquet that suggest ripe
plums and licorice… exhibits massive, huge, ripe, extremely
concentrated ﬂavors with impressive depth and richness...”

“…the 1996 is classic Latour at its utmost… The palate is pure power
that is stunningly balanced giving a generous level of fruit concentration
perfectly offset by a high level of very finely grained tannins and
seamless freshness. Possessing a finish that just goes on and on,
this is as good as it gets.”

95 RP

– Robert Parker

100 RP

Back-Vintage Bordeaux: Luxury in a Bottle | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com

– eRobertParker.com
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Bordeaux: These Wines Deliver Unparalleled Value
You can still afford to drink amazing Bordeaux! We’re excited to bring you these high quality Bordeaux values, starting at just
$19.95. Take advantage of low prices on incredible wines, but act quickly – these wines will sell out!

One of the Best Bordeaux Deals to Scoop Up Now!
2014 Chateau des Fougeres Clos Montesquieu
$24.95 bottle | $299.40 case
“The 2014 des Fougeres - Clos Montesquieu is compelling. Crème
de cassis, lavender, violet, plum, black cherry and black pepper are
some of the many notes that flesh out in an inky, super-expressive wine
endowed with real personality as well as class. The 2014 is compelling
for many reasons, especially in the way it is both incredibly vivid and
rich. This is a super-impressive showing from des Fougères and
consulting winemaker Frédéric Massie. Drink till 2034.”

94 VM
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- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

It's Almost Impossible to Find a 92 Point Bordeaux Under $20!

“Has So Much to Oﬀer…” – Only $22.95!

2015 Beaumont
$19.95 bottle | $239.40 case

2015 Teyssier
$22.95 bottle | $275.40 case

“Seriously savory and texturally complex this is a powerful wine
that’s also very fresh. I love the long, crisp finish... Drink or hold.”

“…a fabulous introduction to Jonathan Maltus's wines… Flamboyant
an inviting, with impeccable balance, the 2015 has so much to offer,
including a very appealing proposition of price and availability...”

92 JS

– James Suckling

91 VM

- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

A Gorgeous & Low-Priced White Bordeaux

Created Exclusively for Sokolin from the Legendary
Second Growth Producer, Rauzan-Segla

2015 Clos Floridene Bordeaux Blanc
$22.99 bottle | $275.88 case

2014 Margaux Private Label (Rauzan-Segla Bottled)
$29.95 bottle | $359.40 case

“Very tangy and fresh… A rapier finish glistens with ﬂeur de sel details.
Shows ample cut and purity. Pitch-perfect Sauvignon Blanc."

“…one of Bordeaux’s great values. Bottled at the legendary Chateau
Rauzan-Segla, this “Margaux” is the real deal. A beautiful nose of
violets, lavender, blackberry, crème de cassis and cedar… keeps you
coming back for more. While it’s drinking beautifully today, it should
age effortlessly for at least another 10 years. Drink 2018–2030.”

91-94 WS

– Wine Spectator

94 SP

- Sokolin Tasting Panel

Experience the Pedigree of Gruaud Larose for Less with Their
Second Wine

“An Up and Coming Superstar…”

2015 Sarget de Gruaud Larose
$32.95 bottle | $395.40 case

2015 Ripeau
$49.95 bottle | $599.40 case

“A prototypical St.-Julien with a great balance of cassis and
brambles with crisp acidity and rather elegant, dry tannins. I love
the long, clean finish of this wine… The second wine of Chateau
Graud-Larose.”

“…It’s a gorgeous wine on all accounts, which given that this terroir is
located near Cheval Blanc, La Conseillante, and Figeac, should
surprise no one… this estate’s bandwagon is worth getting on for
readers looking for an up and coming superstar.”

93 JS

– James Suckling

95+ JD

Bordeaux: These Wines Deliver Unparalleled Value | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com

- Jeb Dunnuck
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Bordeaux Collectibles: Pristine Original Wood Cases
If you’re searching for a wine that has the ‘wow’ factor, look no further. These original wood cases are disappearing from the
market quickly and make the most luxurious gifts for the collector on your holiday shopping list.

“The 2009 is My All-Time Favorite Bordeaux Vintage…” – Robert Parker
“There’s Never Been Anything Like It Since 1982.” – Dave Sokolin on 2009 Bordeaux
2009 Haut Bailly *
$289 bottle | $3,468 original wood case
“The 2009 hit the magical three-digit score... The 2009 is my all-time favorite Bordeaux vintage...It is similar in style to 1982, but even richer...a
beautiful nose of lead pencil shavings,creme de cassis, blackberry and plum, followed by an intense, super-concentrated mouthfeel that is
expansive and savory, with beautifully integrated tannins and low acidity, as most wines in this vintage possess. There is still plenty of
freshness and liveliness from this great terroir. The finish goes on for close to a minute… absolutely spectacularly complex and enjoyable
already. This is a 40- to 50-year wine. Drink 2012-2052.”
- Robert Parker

100 RP

*must be purchased by the case
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“I Love Ducru Beaucaillou and Think It’s One of the Greatest Wines
and Values on the Planet.” – Dave Sokolin
1996 Ducru Beaucaillou *
$379 bottle | $4,548 original wood case
“…This wine is remarkable. It is muscular, concentrated, and classic… it exhibits a saturated ruby/purple color, as well as a knock-out nose of
minerals, licorice, cassis, and an unmistakable lead pencil smell that I often associate with top vintages of Lafite-Rothschild. It is sweet and
full-bodied, yet unbelievably rich with no sense of heaviness or flabbiness... a must purchase. It will be fascinating for readers who own the
1996 to follow the evolution of this exceptional vintage. Anticipated maturity: 2008-2035.”

97 RP-HG

- Robert Parker
*must be purchased by the case

Bordeaux Collectibles: Pristine Original Wood Cases | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com
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Red Burgundy: Top Performing Favorites You Don’t Want to Miss
World-class wines have been produced in Burgundy for centuries. The wines featured here deliver what the best of Burgundy
does – power with elegance in a transparent, ethereal package.

A 99 Pointer for Only $159 - from a Legend!
2016 Louis Latour Corton Grancey
$159 bottle | $1,908 case
“Love the depth of fruit and intensity of this wine. It has
dark fruit and floral undertones, as well as meat, which is
very captivating. Full body, purity of fruit and nice,
powerful tannins... A wine for the cellar...”

99 JS

10

- James Suckling
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Another Stunning Wine by Louis Jadot

Big-Time Burgundy Collectors Cherish Pousse D’Or

2012 Louis Jadot Beaune 1er Cru (153rd Anniversary)
$52.95 bottle | $635.40 case

2015 Pousse D'Or Volnay Caillerets
$71.99 bottle | $863.88 case

“Building off the considerable success of their 2009 Beaune 150th
Anniversary 1er Cru, Jadot has decided to make the wine again in top
years. One of the highlights in this range, the 2012 boasts stunning
power, depth and harmony… An explosive, layered finish rounds things
out in style...”

“...Bright dark ruby...ﬂavors of black cherry, violet and licorice. More
complex and long on the aftertaste, offering an intriguing
suggestion of wildness...”

92-94 VM

91-93 VM

– Stephen Tanzer, Vinous Media

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

One of the Most Sought-After Producers of Red Burgundy

“This Has Turned Out Very Well.” – Vinous Media

2015 Claude Dugat Gevrey Chambertin
$94.95 bottle | $1,139.40 case

2010 Henri Perrot Minot NSG La Richemone VV
$125 bottle | $1,500 case

“...very promising… On the palate, the wine is full-bodied and
multidimensional… While this is undeniably powerful, its profile is
bright and controlled, and its vibrant acids auger well for a long life.”

“…this has all of the structure of a Nuits-St-Georges, with the power
and density of Vosne-Vosne-Romanée. Delicious, concentrated
black fruits pair with the acidity and the core of tannins.”

92 RP

– Robert Parker Wine Advocate

93 WE

– Wine Enthusiast

2015 is a Superb Vintage for Red Burgundy

Bouchard Makes Some of Burgundy’s Best Wines

2015 Domaine Tortochot Charmes Chambertin
$129 bottle | $1,548 case

2015 Bouchard Pere et Fils Chambertin Clos de Beze
$275 bottle | $3,300 case

“...there is a beguiling sense of energy to the sappy and concentrated
big-bodied ﬂavors... finish that delivers moderately good depth and
persistence....”

“Round and juicy, offering a plush well of cherry, raspberry, tobacco
and spice ﬂavors. Vivid, revealing broad, ripe tannins on the finish.
Shows terrific length and overall balance... 150 cases imported.”

92 BH

– Burghound.com

96 WS

Red Burgundy: Top Performing Favorites You Don’t Want to Miss | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com

– Wine Spectator
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White Burgundy: Gorgeous Wines for Holiday Entertaining
From values to legends, we offer an incredible selection of white Burgundy and have the greatest ones for you to serve at your
holiday parties. These wines come from some of our favorite producers that we know you’ll love. Prices starting at only $23.95.

Consistently One of Our Go-To White
Burgundy Values
2016 Domaine de Roally Vire Clesse
$23.95 bottle | $287.40 case
“Notes of lime blossom, acacia honey and fresh peach
introduce the 2016 Viré-Clessé, a medium to full-bodied,
succulent wine with juicy acids, excellent concentration
and a long, pure finish...”

91 RP
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- Robert Parker Wine Advocate
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An Excellent Value that’s Perfect for Gifting

“…An Excellent Chablis from Laroche.”

2016 Antonin Guyon Bourgogne Chardonnay
$24.95 bottle | $299.40 case

2014 Laroche Chablis Les Fourchaume
$54.95 bottle | $659.40 case

“A wonderful nose of ripe pears, white ﬂowers, honeysuckle and
toasty oak. This medium bodied wine has impressive richness, a
silky texture, and ripe concentrated fruit with layers of minerality.”

“…has an impressive, mineral-driven bouquet... There is great
precision here... The palate is well balanced with crisp acidity, spicy
in the mouth with a strong saline component… an excellent Chablis
from Laroche.”

91+ SP

– Sokolin Tasting Panel

92 RP

– Robert Parker Wine Advocate

This Wine is All About Elegance and Finesse

Limited Production & from a Top Vintage

2015 Patrick Javillier Meursault les Tillets
$59.95 bottle | $719.40 case

2014 Besson Chablis Les Clos
$59.99 bottle | $719.88 case

“A beautiful nose of lime, honeysuckle and jasmine with subtle oak
tucked into the fruit. A very well balanced palate of orange, citrus
peel and honey, this wine is all about elegance and finesse.”

“This is hitting its stride, with peach, melon, ﬂoral and oyster shell
aromas and ﬂavors, backed by vivid acidity… 104 cases made.”

93 SP

93 WS
– Sokolin Tasting Panel

“Chavy has been Around for Decades, and I Love the
Old-School Quality About His Wine. You Can Taste
Tradition in Every Sip.” – Dave Sokolin

“This is Really Quite Good… Worth a Look.”

2014 Domaine Fernand et Laurent Pillot Chassagne
Montrachet 1er Cru Vergers
$69.95 bottle | $839.40 case
" ...fresh and pretty nose of citrus, ﬂoral and discreet petrol nuances.
There is very good volume to the solidly concentrated and delicious
medium-bodied ﬂavors that culminate in a refreshing, lively and
sneaky long finale. This is really quite good… Worth a look.”

91 BH

– Wine Spectator

– Burghound.com

2015 Alain Chavy Puligny Montrachet Folatieres
$82.95 bottle | $995.40 case
“…a Puligny with clarity and energy…the most glorious, ﬂoral buzz. That
scent only gets more inviting and seductive as the wine opens over the
course of several days… It’s worth the price of admission just to smell this
wine, and it should reward long cellaring.”

96 W&S

White Burgundy: Gorgeous Wines for Holiday Entertaining | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com

– Wine & Spirits Magazine
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Brunello: Wines that Deliver So Much Quality for the Money
Brunello di Montalcino represents Italy’s best bang for the buck! These wines are from top vintages and have high scores with low
prices. They drink great today and will continue to improve for a decade+.

One of the Top Scoring Wines of the Vintage
2012 Pertimali Brunello di Montalcino
$64.95 bottle | $779.40 case
“Complex aromas of dried figs, dark fruits and hints of walnuts and
dried meat. Full body, dense and polished palate. Velvety and poised
tannins and a flavorful finish. Yet always refined and beautiful. You
want to drink it now and can, but it has a beautiful future.”

98 JS
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- James Suckling

This Wine Oﬀers So Much Quality for the Money – 95 Points
& Only $44.99!

Absolutely Delicious – This Will Impress!

2012 Siro Pacenti Brunello Di Montalcino Pelagrilli
$44.99 bottle | $539.88 case

2012 Baricci Brunello di Montalcino
$49.99 bottle | $599.88 case

“So much violet, licorice and berry character to this. Wonderful
depth. Full body, dusty and chewy tannins and a persistent and
intense finish. Layered mouthfeel…”

“…textbook Brunello. On the savory, full-bodied palate, licorice,
clove and chopped herb ﬂavors accent a juicy core of ripe black
cherry fruit. Firm, refined tannins provide structure. It's already
tempting...”

95 JS

– James Suckling

96 WE

– Wine Enthusiast

Consistently One of the Best Producers of Brunello

Another Gorgeous Wine from La Rasina

2013 Castelgiocondo Brunello di Montalcino
$49.99 bottle | $599.88 case

2012 La Rasina Brunello di Montalcino
$49.99 bottle | $599.88 case

“Bright full ruby-red. Deep, pure aromas of red cherry, herbs, violet,
tar and licorice... Rich and dense... Finishes long with tarry and
savory notes, but it’s the ﬂoral lift on the back end that I like most.”

“A wonderfully precise and clear red with cherry, plum and ﬂoral
character. Hints of lemons. Full body and firm and velvety tannins.
Long and tannic. Yet this still shows polish...”

94 VM

– Ian D’Agata, Vinous Media

96 JS

– James Suckling

“One of the Brunellos of the Vintage.”

Casanova’s 2nd Highest Scoring Brunello Ever!

2013 Piancornello Brunello di Montalcino
$49.99 bottle | $599.88 case

2013 Casanova di Neri Brunello Tenuta Nuova
$99.99 bottle | $1,199.88 case

“…this remarkably precise and well-delineated Brunello offers an
extremely refined set of ﬂinty red and black fruit herbal ﬂavors… An
outstanding, very pure and deep wine... One of the Brunellos of the
vintage.”

“…celebrating its 20th anniversary (1993-2013), and a special
gold-label edition of the wine was made to commemorate this
important milestone...The Casanova di Neri house style implies a
modern and sophisticated approach for sure… The personality of
the grape shines through with a loud and confident voice.”

96 VM

–Ian D’Agata, Vinous Media

97 RP

– Robert Parker Wine Advocate

Brunello: Wines that Deliver So Much Quality for the Money | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com
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Italy: The Best Ones to Serve This Holiday
These stars from Italy are certified crowd pleasers that you and your guests will love from the first sip to the last drop! If you don’t see
what you’re looking for, please visit sokolin.com to shop our full inventory of Italian wines.

“Gorgeous” 95 Pointer for Only $26.95!
2015 Piaggia Carmignano Il Sasso
$26.95 bottle | $323.40 case
“Piaggia's 2015 Carmignano Il Sasso is rich, ample and voluptuous in what is a very
representative expression of the year. Black cherry, plum, lavender, spice, tobacco and
dried herbs develop in the glass, but the 2015 is all about fruit intensity and texture... wow,
is the 2015 gorgeous.”

95 VM
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- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media
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“A Wine of Real Character and Personality.”

“Impressive 2010 from One of Barolo’s Most Intriguing
Emerging Growers.”

2014 Monsanto Chianti Classico Riserva
$23.99 bottle | $287.88 case

2010 Benevelli Barolo Ravera
$29.99 bottle | $359.88 case

“…another stellar wine from Monsanto… The 2014 Riserva boasts
considerable depth while retaining the classic Monsanto midweight
sense of structure... Even at this early stage, the 2014 is a wine of
real character and personality.”

“…The 2010 can be enjoyed today or cellared for up to a decade.
This is an impressive 2010 from one of Barolo's most intriguing
emerging growers.”

94 VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

91 VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

“La Ca’ Nova Remains One of the True Undiscovered
Jewels of Barbaresco.” – Antonio Galloni

“…One of the Benchmark Properties in Tuscany…”
– Antonio Galloni

2014 La Ca’ Nova Barbaresco Montestefano
$37.95 bottle | $455.40 case

2013 Castello Rampolla Sammarco
$79.95 bottle | $959.40 case

“…fabulous. Rich, ample and explosive, as the best wines from this
site are, the 2014 covers every corner of the palate with intense
fruit, bright acidity and structure…The Montestefano is always a
wine of breadth. That is exactly what comes through here.”

“… a stunning wine. Super-expressive aromatics make a strong
opening statement in a wine endowed with myriad dimensions of
nuance and complexity. The 2013 is deep and ﬂeshy, with generous
fruit, beautifully integrated tannins and exceptional finesse...”

96 VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

98 VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

The Highest Scoring Guado Al Tasso Ever!

“For Many Years He Has Been One of the Most Admired Winemakers
and Successful Businessmen in Italy…” – Robert Parker

2015 Guado Al Tasso
$95 bottle | $1,140 case

2013 Gaja Sperss Barolo
$249 bottle | $2,988 case

“…another star performer... The wine offers beautiful intensity and
purity, yet it also delivers balanced power and lasting persistence...”

“…fabulous… the 2013 hits all the right notes... All the pedgiree and
character of these Serralunga sites come through in an exceptionally
beautiful and vivid Barolo from Gaja.”

97 RP

– Robert Parker Wine Advocate

97 VM

Italy: The Best Ones to Serve This Holiday | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media
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Rhone: High-Scoring New Releases
The 2016 Chateauneuf du Pape vintage has huge scores and is the best vintage since 2007!

“The 2016 vintage in the Southern Rhone seems
comparable to 1982 in Bordeaux… for the
profound impact it’s likely to have on the market.
These are incredible wines produced in
reasonable quantities that are still largely
undervalued (outside a few trophy collectibles).
The wines are approachable yet age-worthy.”
– Robert Parker Wine Advocate
“The 2016s are on another level… quality is incredibly
high… This is truly an extraordinary vintage.”
– Jeb Dunnuck

“This is an Estate Readers Need to Have on Their
Radar as the Quality has Continued to Improve in
Just About Every Vintage.” – Jeb Dunnuck
2016 Domaine Raymond Usseglio Chateauneuf du
Pape Cuvee Imperiale
$69.95 bottle | $839.40 case
“Violets, spring flowers, cassis, plums, and incense notes
all define the stunningly good 2016 Chateauneuf-du-Pape
Imperiale. Made from 100% Grenache from very old vines, it's
full-bodied and powerful, yet also graceful, balanced and pure,
with terrific freshness and purity. My money is on this flirting
with perfection once bottled.”

97+ JD
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- Jeb Dunnuck

This Producer Continues to Impress Us Year After Year

A Beautiful White Rhone – “One of the Standouts…”

2016 Saint Prefert Chateauneuf du Pape
$44.99 bottle | $539.88 case

2016 Clos Saint Jean CDP Blanc
$45.95 bottle | $551.40 case

“...looks to be another stellar bottling. It combines all of the
raspberry and spice notes of the 2015 with more intensity and
richer, creamier tannins.”

“One of the standouts… Apple blossom, pear, white grapefruit, and
tons of minerality all emerge… has a long life ahead of it. You can safely
drink this today or any time over the coming 10-15 years or more.”

93-95 RP

– Robert Parker Wine Advocate

95 JD

– Jeb Dunnuck

Janasse Produces Some of the Best Chateauneuf du Pape!

“The Finest White I’ve Tasted from this Estate…”

2016 Janasse Chateauneuf du Pape
$49.95 bottle | $599.40 case

2016 Domaine Giraud Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee les
Gallimardes Blanc
$54.99 bottle | $659.88 case

“...It shows hints of new oak in its black raspberries, blackberry, cured
meats, crushed violets and spice-driven aromatics. This gives way to a
rich, incredibly concentrated base cuvée that could easily be mistaken
for the Vieille Vignes from another good year. Polished, concentrated...”

95 JD

– Jeb Dunnuck

“The finest white I’ve tasted from this estate… it should be snatched up
by savvy readers. Loaded with notions of white peach, buttered citrus,
spice and loads of crushed rock-like minerality… Bravo!”

95 JD

– Jeb Dunnuck

“One of the Great Winemaking Estates of Not Only France,
But of the World.” – Robert Parker Wine Advocate

99 Points – “Readers Need to Find Bottles of this Elixir!”

2016 Janasse Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Chaupin
$79.95 bottle | $959.40 case

2016 Cristia Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes
$105 bottle | $1,260 case

“...Just a huge, rich, unctuous wine, it offers everything you could
want from Grenache and is certainly going to challenge the 2007
and 2010 as the greatest expression of this terroir to date.”

“One of the gems in the vintage… about as beautiful an example
of old vine Grenache as I could imagine… It’s the finest wine ever
made by Baptiste and readers need to find bottles of this elixir!”

99 JD

– Jeb Dunnuck

99 JD
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– Jeb Dunnuck
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Collectibles: Sought-After Wines to Gift
We’re your source to the most sought-after, rare wines on the planet. These collectibles are perfect cellar additions and are sure
to impress the most discerning wine lover.

98 Points & “Unarguably Stunning” - Decanter
2015 Sassicaia
$199 bottle | $1,194 six-pack original wood case
“Love the aromas to this young red with blackcurrants, sage, cinnamon and five-spice character.
Changes all the time. Full-bodied, dense and powerful with a ripe and rich tannin backbone that
gives form and beauty to the ripe and beautiful fruit... Approachable now but will reward more in five
to six years. A classic Sassicaia.”
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- James Suckling

“There’s Nothing Like Hermitage Chapelle, and This 100 Point Rated 2015 Vintage is Only $249 / Bottle (vs.
$850 for the 1990 Vintage)! Go For This One!” – Dave Sokolin
2015 Paul Aine Jaboulet Hermitage La Chapelle
$249 bottle | $1,494 six-pack original wood case
“…a legendary wine in the making, the 2015 Hermitage La Chapelle is reminiscent of the 1990 with its full-bodied, opulently, sexy, yet
concentrated style. Offering sensational notes of blackcurrants, smoked herbs, beef blood, and chocolate, it’s a huge yet elegant wine that
has masses of sweet tannin, incredible purity and finesse, and a killer finish. It’s the finest wine from this estate in close to 30 years. Hats off to
Caroline Frey and Jacques Desvernois!”

100 JD

- Jeb Dunnuck
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California Reds: High Quality Wines to Drink and Gift
California has time and again proven to be one of the greatest wine producing regions and continues to produce world-class
wines at every price level. Here are a few of our favorites that we’re excited to share with you. All come highly recommended.

“I was Deeply Impressed with this Set of New Releases from Stonestreet… the
2015 Cabernets Oﬀer a Great Deal of Freshness for the Year.” - Antonio Galloni
2015 Stonestreet Cabernet Sauvignon Estate
$26.99 bottle | $323.88 case
“The 2015 Estate Cabernet Sauvignon offers a terrific representation of the property. Gravel,
smoke, licorice, tobacco, black cherry and plum infuse this striking, wonderfully savory
Cabernet Sauvignon. All the elements simply fall into place.” Drink: 2019 - 2025

92 VM
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- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

One of the Best Deals When It Comes to California Pinot Noir!

The Best Napa Cabernet Under $30

2015 Foxen Pinot Noir Santa Maria Valley
$27.95 bottle | $335.40 case

2013 Waterstone Cabernet Sauvignon
$28.99 bottle | $347.88 case

“…scented of violets, cinnamon stick and Ceylon tea over a core of
red cherries and raspberries, plus a hint of dried Provence herbs…
offers up a fantastic intensity of perfumed red berries supported
by soft, silky tannins and plenty of freshness, finishing with a lovely
herbal lift.”

“Subtle aromas of blueberry, blackberry and bramble berry follow
through to full body, fine tannins and a fresh finish...lively on the
finish. Shows the tension of the great 2013 vintage in Napa Valley.
Why wait?”

92 RP

92 JS

– James Suckling

– Robert Parker Wine Advocate

Perfect for the Zinfandel Lover on Your Holiday Shopping List

“A Total Knockout” – 95 Points for Under $50!

2015 Ridge Zinfandel East Bench
$29.95 bottle | $359.40 case

2015 Chanin Pinot Noir Duvarita Vineyard
$49.95 bottle | $599.40 case

“…deep, pliant and generous, all qualities that make it easy to drink
and enjoy, even today. Succulent dark cherry and plum fruit ﬂavors
add to the wine's up-front personality. Bright acids perk up the
finish, but this is a decidedly fruity style.”

“…another gorgeous wine from Gavin Chanin. Red cherry, cranberry,
orange peel, mint and rosewater, all supported by veins of tannin, are
some of the nuances that give the Duvarita its chiseled, saline-driven
personality. Readers who like energetic Pinots will adore the Duvarita.
Today, it is a total knockout.”

92 VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

95 VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

“A Drop-Dead Gorgeous Beauty…”

Wines from Phelps are Always a Classic!

2011 Kapcsandy Estate Cuvee State Lane Vineyard
$89.95 bottle | $1,079.40 case

2015 Joseph Phelps Insignia
$255 bottle | $3,060 case

“…a drop-dead gorgeous beauty. Sweet tobacco, wild ﬂowers, mint,
licorice, fennel and mint all meld together in a perfumed, gracious
wine graced with stunning elegance and refinement... Clean, saline
notes support the striking finish...”

“...nose of crushed red and black currants, blackberry pie and plums
with hints of dried herbs, sandalwood, spice box and underbrush… the
palate delivers a knock-out core of intense, energetic fruit… a lively
backbone, finishing with epic length and freshness...”

95+ VM

97-100 RP

- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media
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– Robert Parker Wine Advocate
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California Chardonnay: Superb Wines for the Holidays
These “liquid gold” Chardonnays are guaranteed to be a hit amongst your family and friends! All selections featured here are
high quality and priced between $22.95 - $53.95. Perfect to pop, pour and enjoy!

95 Point Chardonnay for Only $34.95! Wow!
2016 Au Bon Climat Chardonnay Sanford & Benedict Vineyard
$34.95 bottle | $419.40 case
“…an arrestingly beautiful wine that will stop readers dead in their tracks.
Rich and powerful on the palate, yet with tremendous tension, the 2016
has it all. I especially admire the wine's delineation and overall pedigree.
What a gorgeous wine this.”

95 VM
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- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

“Going to Compete with Wines that Cost 2-3x Its Going Rate.”

2013 Domaine Eden Chardonnay Santa Cruz Mtn
$28.99 bottle | $347.88 case

2015 The Paring Chardonnay
$22.95 bottle | $275.40 case
“...the 2015 Chardonnay offers of a clean, crisp style… outstanding notes
of spiced apples, citrus blossom and brioche. It's a terrific Chardonnay
that's going to compete with wines that cost 2-3x its going rate.”

92 JD

“A Tremendous Wine for the Money…”

– Jeb Dunnuck

“...subtle, poised and gracious to the core… understated, exquisite
Chardonnay. Hints of smoke, slate and dried pear reappear on the
super-classic, expressive finish. What a gorgeous wine this is. Quite
simply, the 2013 Domaine Eden Chardonnay is a tremendous wine
for the money...”

93 VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

“It’s a Delicious Wine.”

Perfect to Pop and Pour for Holiday Guests!

2016 Dutton-Goldfield Chardonnay Dutton Ranch
$28.99 bottle | $347.88 case

2016 Arnot Roberts Watson Ranch Vineyard Chardonnay
$35.95 bottle | $431.40 case

“From a deft practitioner of the variety, this delivers bold balanced
ﬂavors of Meyer lemon, apricot and pear but remains most
memorable for its salty gritty undertone of texture and minerality.
Bright and supple, it's a delicious wine.”

“…powerful and ample…This is an especially savory, mineral-driven
style…with the natural breadth of Carneros, and phenomenal balance.”

94 WE

94 VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

– Wine Enthusiast

“This is a Stunning Chardonnay from Gavin Chanin.”

“There’s No Compromises Made at This Estate…” – Robert
Parker Wine Advocate

2014 Lutum Chardonnay Gaps Crown Vineyard
$51.99 bottle | $623.88 case

2014 The Hilt Vanguard Chardonnay
$53.95 bottle | $647.40 case

“…all class. Silky, layered and wonderfully nuanced… oozes
personality…The 2014 is understand and soft-spoken, but there is
no shortage of nuance… a stunning Chardonnay from Gavin Chanin.”

“Showing a touch of brioche in its ripe orchard fruits, toasted bread,
sweet peach and white ﬂower bouquet, the 2014 Chardonnay Vanguard
is medium-bodied, fresh, layered and focused, with lively acidity and a
pure, elegant style...”

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

96 VM

94 RP
California Chardonnay: Superb Wines for the Holidays | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com

– Robert Parker Wine Advocate
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Champagne: World-Class Bubbly
Pop, fizz, clink! The most wonderful time of year calls for enjoying the best Champagnes, and we have the greatest ones for
your holiday parties! More selections are being added to our inventory daily, so please visit sokolin.com to view our full portfolio.

Classic Champagne at Its Best & from a Top Vintage
2006 Moet Chandon Dom Perignon
$189 bottle | $2,268 case
“…a beautifully balanced, harmonious Dom Perignon that strikes an incredibly appealing
stylistic middle ground. Rich, voluptuous and creamy… Bass notes and a feeling of
phenolic grip on the finish recall the 2003, as the Pinot Noir is particularly expressive today...”

97 VM
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- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

Only $39.95 – We Can’t Believe the Low Price!

“Impressive” 94 Point Grower Champagne for Only $42.95

Nicolas Maillart Platine Premier Cru Brut
$39.95 bottle | $479.40 case

(2013) Marie Courtin Resonance Extra Brut Champagne
$42.95 bottle | $515.40 case

“Opulent and finessed... The finish has an ethereal poise... Immediately
vital in the mouth… Citrus character but with complex fruit and a pretty
lingering finish. I like this... Drinking Window 2017 - 2026.”

“…wonderfully ﬂeshy, open-knit and expressive. Creamy and ample…
boasts impeccable balance in this vintage...The 2013 Resonance is
one of the most impressive and complete young Champagnes I have
tasted from proprietor Dominique Moreau.”

95-97 DEC

– Decanter

94 VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

“Produces an Excellent Range of Highly Elegant… Perfectly
Balanced…Champagnes” – Robert Parker Wine Advocate

“A Magical Champagne in the Making”

Varnier-Fanniere Cuvee Jean Fanniere Origine Extra Brut
$59.95 bottle | $719.40 case

2006 Taittinger Comtes de Champagne
$135 bottle | $1,620 case

“...sourced from 60-year-old Chardonnay … this is a serious, expressive
and tension-filled Champagne with a coolish and refreshing character.
It has lots of grip… It has a silky texture due to the very fine bubbles.”

“…striking… the 2006 is all about texture… All the elements fall into
place effortlessly... Comtes de Champagne remains the single best
value (in relative terms) in tete de cuvee Champagne… There is little
doubt the 2006 Comtes de Champagne is a magical Champagne
in the making.”

94 RP

– Robert Parker Wine Advocate

97+ VM

– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

“Superb” – The Highest Scoring Cristal Ever!

“Captures All the Best Qualities of the Year…”

2008 Louis Roederer Cristal
$269 bottle | $3,228 case

2004 Krug
$299 bottle | $3,588 case

“This latest incarnation of the famous brand is a superb wine… Its
balance is impeccable… Produced from Roederer's own vineyards
which are mainly biodynamic, the wine has its own intense purity
and crispness. It has amazing potential and is likely to age for many
years. Drink from 2020.”

“…absolutely mesmerizing. Layers of bright, chiseled fruit open up
effortlessly... Persistent and beautifully focused…the 2004 captures
all the best qualities of the year... Readers who can find it should
not hesitate, as it is a magical bottle.”

100 WE

97+ VM

- Wine Enthusiast
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– Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media
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Affordable Values: Hand-Selected by Our Experts
Our expert team hit a homerun when they discovered these values! All wines featured here have great scores and are priced
between $15.95 - $39.99. Perfect for gifting.

93 Points & Only $18.95!
2015 Alegre Valganon Rioja Tinto (Spain)
$18.95 bottle | $227.40 case
“...excellent, offering up a deep and complex nose of black cherries, Rioja
spice tones, a bit of espresso, a fine base of soil, cigar smoke and a touch
of cedar. On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and moderately tannic
today, with an excellent core… This is approachable today, but is really built
to cellar... It is an excellent wine from an exciting new winemaking couple in
the firmament of old school Rioja...”

93 JG
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- John Gilman, A View from the Cellar
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Low-Priced Malbec – Perfect for Gifting!

Amazing Value from One of Italy’s Most Well-Known Producers

2015 Susana Balbo BenMarco Malbec (Argentina)
$15.95 bottle | $191.40 case

2016 Antinori Castello della Sala San Giovanni Orvieto
Classico Superiore (Umbria)
$17.99 bottle | $215.88 case

“...The palate shows great balance, very fine tannins and a fine
thread of acidity going through its core, lifting it up and giving it
length...”

91+ RP

– Robert Parker Wine Advocate

“Heady aromas of honeysuckle and yellow stone fruit leap out of the
glass… the juicy, delicious palate delivers peach, apricot, orange zest
and a hint of pineapple. It’s savory and balanced, with tangy acidity.”

94 VM

– Wine Enthusiast

“This Producer Continues to Up Its Game…”

This is One to Own Today!

2016 Galerie Sauvignon Blanc Naissance (California)
$21.95 bottle | $263.40 case

2015 Banfi Aska Bolgheri Rosso (Tuscany)
$29.99 bottle | $359.88 case

“This producer continues to up its game with this variety, becoming
more impressive with every vintage. With the majority stainless-steel
fermented, it offers tart, tangy grapefruit pith, lemon and lime around
a grip of sublime texture and length.”

“Dusty black currant, olive, gravel, graphite and spice ﬂavors
combine for a positive effect... all the components are well-proportioned.
Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc...”

– Wine Enthusiast

94 WE

93 WS

– Wine Spectator

“Over-Achieving” Bordeaux from a Top Vintage

Very Limited Production & Under $40!

2010 Vrai Canon Bouche (Bordeaux)
$34.95 bottle | $419.40 case

2015 Maison Jessiaume Volnay (Burgundy)
$39.99 bottle | $479.88 case

“...Opaque blue/purple, the unmistakable notes of wet rock,
blueberry liqueur, spring ﬂower garden, crushed chalk and earth
are all present in this full-bodied, seriously endowed, over-achieving
Fronsac, It is built for the long haul...”

“This delivers violet, spice, black cherry and graphite ﬂavors.
Supple, with a velvety texture and refined, well-integrated tannins...
87 cases made.”

92 RP

– Robert Parker

92 WS
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– Wine Spectator
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Gift Sets: The Greatest Holiday Gifts Come in Liquid Form
We make gift-giving easy! Whether you’re looking to do personal or corporate gifting, our knowledgeable private wine
consultants are happy to assist you. Choose from pre-selected gift sets or create custom gifts. Additional gift sets are
available for purchase at sokolin.com

Around the World Gift Set
$109

Every holiday, our Around the World Gift Set is one of our best-sellers. If you’re
interested in providing a terrific tasting experience to the wine lover on your
shopping list, this six-bottle pack is spot on! It combines three red and three
white wines and offers wine lovers the chance to enjoy different styles of wines
from six distinctly different regions.
Contents:
2015 Domaine Bousquet Malbec Grande Reserve (Mendoza) – 1 bottle – 92 WE
2015 Calendal (Philippe Cambie et Gilles Ferran) Cotes du Rhone Plan de Dieu
(Rhone) – 1 bottle – 94 RP
2012 Marques de Riscal Riserva (Spain) – 1 bottle – 93 JS
2014 Chavy Martin Bourgogne Blanc (Burgundy) – 1 bottle – 91 SP
2016 Terrunyo Sauvignon Blanc Costa Los Boldos Vineyard Block
(Chile) – 1 bottle - 95 W&S
2015 Trimbach Riesling (Alsace) – 1 bottle - 93 WS

Tuscan Jewels Gift Set
$29.99

Martina is a side project of the famed Villa Tua Rita, and this gift set represents some of the
greatest Tuscan values we’ve seen at this price point! With total production normally less
than 1,000 cases, it’s difficult to find this excellent wine on the market. The Wine Advocate
had this to say about Tua Rita: His latest releases are nothing short of spectacular…” while
Stephen Tanzer said that Martina “…offers a lot of wine for the money.” This is one of our most
affordable gift sets and is a great choice for the Italian wine lover. Perfect to pop and pour
over the holiday with friends.
Contents:
2010 Martina IGT (Tua Rita Bottled) – 1 bottle – 92+ SP
2011 Martina IGT (Tua Rita Bottled) – 1 bottle – 93+ SP
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Historic 2005 Bordeaux Gift Set
$174.95

It is well known that Bordeaux produces some of the greatest wines in the world,
and this gift set offers two back-vintage wines that will age gracefully. 2005 is
one of the top ten Bordeaux vintages in history, and at thirteen-years-old, this
vintage is still a deal but won’t be for long! Both wines in this set are from
amazing producers that will leave any gift recipient smiling.
Contents:
2005 Sociando Mallet – 1 bottle – 93 RP-NM
2005 Branaire Ducru – 1 bottle – 93 RP

White Burgundy Stars Gift Set
$149

2014 is one of the great white Burgundy vintages. It has the best of what the benchmark
2010 vintage has – purity, intensity and minerality, and it also seems to have an extra gear
that makes the wines just explode with flavor. This gift set combines two excellent wines
from this top vintage that come highly recommended by our expert team of professional
wine consultants.

Contents:
2014 Hubert Lamy Chassagne Montrachet Le Concis Du Champs – 1 bottle
2014 Carillon Puligny Montrachet Champ Gain – 1 bottle

Gift Sets: The Greatest Holiday Gifts Come in Liquid Form | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com
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Gift Sets: The Greatest Holiday Gifts Come in Liquid Form
Champagne Values Gift Set
$74.95

Small grower Champagne is on the rise, and more and more consumers chase these
bottles as an alternative to big name, expensive producers. These two hand-picked
Champagnes are amazing choices for your holiday or for gifting. Don’t fear underpaying
for really great bubbly.
Contents:
J.L. Vergnon Murmure Cru Brut Nature – 1 bottle – 93 BH
J. Lassalle 1er Cru Brut Preference – 1 bottle – 92 W&S

High Scoring 2013 Brunello Gift Set
$79.99

2013 was another great vintage for Brunello di Montalcino, and this two bottle gift set
offers newly released, high-scoring wines from top producers. “The 2013 vintage was
a throwback to the classic years of the 1970s and 1980s... Two thousand thirteen is an
excellent vintage for Brunello di Montalcino..." - Vinous Media. This is a fantastic choice
for the Brunello lover on your holiday shopping list.
Contents:
2013 Argiano Brunello di Montalcino – 1 bottle – 96 JS
2013 Caparzo Brunello di Montalcino – 1 bottle – 95 WS
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Napa Cabernet Value Gift Set
$59.99

Over the past decade, Waterstone Winery has built a reputation for its top quality Napa
Valley Cabernets and is a huge customer favorite. Part of what makes Waterstone so special
is that its wines taste like Cali-Cult wines without the hefty price tag. Waterstone has been a
long-standing customer favorite and offers wine lovers a chance to experience maybe the
best bang for the buck in Napa!
Contents:
2014 Waterstone Cabernet Sauvignon – 1 bottle – 93 SP
2015 Waterstone Cabernet Sauvignon – 1 bottle – 93 SP

Gavin Chanin Chardonnay Gift Set
$77.95

Gavin Chanin is one of California’s top winemakers, and his Chardonnays are incredible. He
was named one of Forbes' "30 Under 30" in Food & Wine and a "winemaker to watch" by the
San Francisco Chronicle. Chanin was also an award winning art student while in college, and
each wine has his art on the label. This gift set includes two high-scoring Chardonnays – one
94 pointer and one 95 pointer. Perfect for the Chardonnay lover on your shopping list! "Gavin
Chanin draws from some of the best vineyards... the 2014s are impressive across the board."
- Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media
Contents:
2014 Chanin Chardonnay Los Alamos Vineyard – 1 bottle – 94 VM
2014 Chanin Chardonnay Bien Nacido Vineyard – 1 bottle – 95 VM

Gift Sets: The Greatest Holiday Gifts Come in Liquid Form | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com
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Cellar Treasures
Size
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL

Bordeaux				Score		
Price
1982 Beychevelle			96 RP-HG		$265
1982 Cos D'Estournel		
95 RP		
$459
1982 Ducru Beaucaillou		
96 RP		
$479
1982 Haut Brion			
97 RP-NM
$1,039
1982 La Mission Haut Brion		
100 RP		
$1,499
1982 Lafite Rothschild
100 RP-HG
$3,295
1982 Leoville Poyferre		
95 RP		
$425
1982 Pichon Lalande		
100 RP		
$995
1983 Margaux			99 RP-HG		$745
1985 Haut Brion			
97 RP-HG		
$579
1985 Lynch Bages			
96 RP-NM
$339
1985 Margaux			
96 RP-NM
$745
1985 Palmer			91 WS		$359
1985 Rausan Segla			
94 RP-NM
$225
1986 Lafite Rothschild
100 RP
$1,999
1986 Leoville Las Cases		
98 RP		
$549
1986 Mouton Rothschild		
100 RP		
$1,349
1988 Mouton Rothschild		
92 WS		
$499
1989 Lafite Rothschild
96 RP-NM
$999
1989 Pichon Baron			
95 RP		
$349
1990 Cheval Blanc			
100 DEC		
$1,499
1990 Grand Puy Lacoste 		
96 RP		
$399
1990 Haut Brion			
98 RP		
$1,125
1990 Lafite Rothschild
96 RP
$1,095
1990 Margaux 			
100 RP		
$1,599
1990 Pichon Lalande 		
94 WS		
$199
1996 Lafite Rothschild
100 RP
$1,599
1996 Latour			100 RP		$959
1996 Margaux			100 RP		$999
2000 Grand Puy Lacoste		
94 RP		
$149
2000 Haut Brion			
99 RP		
$1,049
2000 La Mission Haut Brion		
100 RP		
$759
2001 Cos D'estournel		
93 RP		
$179
2004 Cos D'estournel		
94 RP-NM
$159
2005 Bellevue Mondotte		
100 RP		
$399
2005 La Mission Haut Brion		
100 RP		
$725
2009 Haut Bailly			
100 RP		
$289
2009 La Conseillante		
97 JS		
$245
2009 La Dame de Montrose		
94 JS		
$75
2009 Leoville Poyferre		
100 RP		
$289
2009 Pichon Lalande		
97 VM		
$199

Size
BTL
9L
12L
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
MAG
BTL
6L
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
MAG
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
MAG
BTL
BTL
BTL
MAG
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
BTL
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Champagne			 Score		
Price
NV Vilmart et Cie Brut Grand Cellier
95 WS		
$67.95
NV Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label Brut
94 JH		
$1,495
NV Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label Brut
94 JH		
$2,149
NV Varnier-Fanniere Cuvee Jean
94 RP		
$59.95
Fanniere Origine Extra Brut
NV Taittinger Brut La Francaise
91 ST		
$39.99
NV Nicolas Maillart Platine		
95-97 DEC
$39.95
Premier Cru Brut
NV Lallier Brut Rose			
93 W&S		
$42.95
NV J.L. Vergnon Murmure Cru Brut Nature 93 BH		
$39.95
NV Gonet-Medeville Brut Premier Cru
92 RP		
$34.99
Tradition (Disgorgement 2018)
NV Doyard Cuvee Vendemiaire		
94 RP		
$39.95
Blanc de Blancs 1er Cru Brut (Disgorgement 2018)
NV Charles Heidsieck Brut Reserve
92 WS		
$88.95
NV Billecart Salmon Rose		
95 JS		
$74.95
NV Billecart Salmon Brut Reserve
94 JH		
$749
NV (2013) Marie Courtin Resonance
94 VM		
$42.95
Extra Brut Champagne
2009 Moet Chandon Dom Perignon
97 JS		
$165
2009 Louis Roederer Cristal Rose
97 VM		
$449
2009 Louis Roederer Cristal		
97 DEC		
$199
2009 Bollinger Champagne		
92 RP		
$195
(James Bond 007 Edition)
2009 Bollinger Champagne		
92 RP		
$439
(James Bond 007 Edition)
2008 Veuve Clicquot Brut		
96 DEC		
$79.99
2008 Philipponnat Clos des Goisses
98 VM		
$249
2008 Louis Roederer Cristal Rose
100 JG		
$589
2008 Louis Roederer Cristal		
100 WE		
$269
2007 Louis Roederer Cristal		
97+VM		
$399
2007 Bollinger Grande Annee Rose
94 WS		
$139
2006 Taittinger Comtes de Champagne 97+ VM		
$135
2006 Moet Chandon Dom Perignon
97 VM		
$189
2006 Louis Roederer Cristal		
97 VM		
$539
2006 Gosset Grand Millesime Vintage Brut 94 RP		
$62.95
2006 De Venoge Cuvee Louis XV Brut
96 RP		
$129
2005 Moet Chandon Dom Perignon Rose95 VM		
$259
2005 Jacquesson Avize Champ Cain
95+ RP		
$199
2005 Jacques Selosse Grand Cru
97 JS		
$619
Extra Brut Millesime
2004 Krug			97+VM		$299
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Enhancing the Sokolin Customer Experience
Sokolin for iOS and Android
Download our new App and access all of our wines wherever you are.
• Browse and Search our Entire Online Inventory of Fine Wine
• Easy Ordering on your Mobile Device
• Login with your Current Sokolin Online Account
• Quick and Secure Access to Your Favorite Wines

Liquid Asset Storage – Your Full Service Wine Storage Facility
Since 1934, Sokolin has been America’s premier source for the world’s finest
wines. We understand rare wine from both a consumer’s and investor’s
perspective and the importance of providing the perfect climate in which
your collection can age. That’s why you can trust that there is no better
professional wine storage facility than ours to store your valuable collection.
Our Wine Storage Facility Oﬀers:
• Security and Protection
• Optimal Storage Conditions
• Pick-up and Delivery Coordination
• Cellar Management
• Highly Competitive Prices
• Easily Sell Your Stored Wines
• A Higher Level of Service
Call 631-613-6315 or email matt@sokolin.com to open a storage account.
Enhancing the Sokolin Customer Experience | 800.946.3947 | www.sokolin.com
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America’s Premier Fine Wine Merchant
P.O. Box 755
Bridgehampton, NY, 11932

Rare Collectible!
Lafite has only received a perfect 100 point score three times in history.
It is also higher scoring than 1865, 1959 and 1982 Lafite!
1986 Lafite Rothschild
$16,995 imperial (6L) original wood case
“The 1986 possesses outstanding richness, a deep color, medium body, a graceful,
harmonious texture, and superb length. The penetrating fragrance of cedar,
chestnuts, minerals, and rich fruit is a hallmark of this wine. Powerful, dense, rich,
and tannic, as well as medium to full-bodied, with awesome extraction of fruit, this
Lafite has immense potential...Anticipated maturity: 2000-2030.”

100 RP

- Robert Parker

